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The Last Halloween:
An Exploration of The Animation Process
The purpose of the Honors college project was to explore the process of animation. Through the

completion of this project, I was able to explore the various occupations related to the animation ield;
such as screenwriter, concept artist, storyboard artist, character artist, background artist, animation rigger,
voice coach, and animator. Although most animators specialize in only one of these occupations, I decided
to explore all of them--making a project that is uniquely mine. I intended to create a short animation (2-5
minutes) on the origin of Halloween in the guise of a narrative. As stated in my honors college proposal, I
anticipated that only a segment of the story could be animated due to the taxing about of work there is in
animation. Under the guidance of Professor Anthony Samangy and Dave Szalay, I was advised to get the
project up to the point where I could animate. Animation is a very taxing and expensive process. Creating
a project up until the point where I could animate would allow me to set up a Kickstarter where I could be
paid to make the animation. I had to create enough content to get others interested in the project. To this
end, I have created a script for a 10-minute animation, fully rigged puppets for the various views of each
character, backgrounds with parallax scrolling, and a 1-minute walk sequence of SAM entering the graveyard. Pre-Production capitalized the majority of my time on this project—which is not surprising given
that I was doing work that would most deinitely be handled by a team. The script required a longer set up
to deliver the story of Halloween in an interesting way. In addition, it has been and will continue to be edited as we approach the reined animation phase. The characters, props, and backgrounds were illustrated
in Adobe Illustrator and animated in Adobe After Efects. Everything was created in layers so that they
could be pared and moved around various access points. Although technology was ighting me at every
turn, I have gained valuable knowledge on the process of animation.

The Research:
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searching for the origins of halloween
The irst challenge I encountered presented itself in the form of historical research on the origins
of Halloween. Halloween is by far one of the most misunderstood festivals1. After reading through tons
of book reviews on diferent sources, I determined that Morton’s Trick or Treat: A History of Halloween
would provide the most accurate and detailed information on the holiday. It was important that I completed this step in a timely manner--every part of the project would be based upon this research. Due to the
urgency of this step, I pushed myself to read this 200-page novel in 2 days. I outlined the entire book by
chapter--paying special attention to dates and locations. From this outline, I created a time line of all the
events that led our current version of Halloween.
Halloween began as a Celtic Harvest Festival circa 800 BCE to 43 CE called Samhain. It remained
relatively the undisturbed until 750 CE, when Pope Gregory III moved the feast of the martyrs to the
date of Samhain under the principle of syncretism2. Halloween was not observed separately from the All
Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day until the 1500s--with the irst recorded celebrations of Halloween in 1511.
Halloween came to America in the late 1800s after the potato blight in Ireland brought Scottish and Irish
immigrants (and their traditions) to our country. It was not until the 1900s, that our version of Halloween
came to be. Most of Halloween’s well-known icons from the jack-o’-lantern and scarecrow, down to the
colors orange and black, arrived during this period. The irst known Trick or Treating events were recorded in 1927 with national recognition beginning in 1939. Trick or Treating directly inluenced our Halloween imagery and produced seasonal stores that continue to exceed expectations. These seasonal stores, in
turn, have inspired many Halloween haunts such as Cedar Point’s Halloweekends, and my personal favorite: The Fear Experience Haunted House. Through a tradition of mischief making and celebrating, Halloween has grown into a holiday that is second only to Christmas3.

1 Lisa Morton, Trick or Treat: A History of Halloween (London: Reaktion Books, 2013), 11.
2 Syncretism: existing temples, traditions, and gods are turned to use for Christian purposes; Morton, 17.
3 Lisa Morton, Trick or Treat: A History of Halloween (London: Reaktion Books, 2013).

The Screenplay:
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Finding The Narrative
After the research was complete, I had to imagine a narrative that would be entertaining, relatable
to my audience, and educational. To accomplish this, I created an animation idea page in which I outlined
the audience and possible settings, characters, and scenarios that would make for an interesting story:
Audience: Tweens/ Teens (Ages 12-14)
Setting:
•Present time, Halloween, just before the guests are beginning to arrive for a Halloween party in the children’s home
•Present time, during trick or treat, the children knock on the door of the spirit of Halloween

Characters: (reine characters after time line creation)
•1-3 children (ages 12-14) in appropriate Halloween costumes
•The spirit of Halloween (cat, skeleton, fellow child in Halloween costume, death)
•Citizens of the time periods discussed to illustrate the information being given as needed

Possible Scenarios:
•During Halloween night, a tween/ teen attempts to through the most authentic Halloween celebration. Unfortunately,
most of what the tween/teen knows about the origins of Halloween is wrong. The tween/ teen’s knowledge about the
holiday is corrected by the spirit of Halloween.
•During Halloween night, a group of tweens/ teens on their trick or treat outing, encounter the spirit of Halloween who
takes them on an educational journey to learn about the origins of trick or treating
•During Halloween Day, before trick or treating, a tween asks her father (the spirit of Halloween) to help her with her
report on the history of Halloween.

After discussing the possible scenarios with Professor Samangy, I settled on a narrative: Three
children from dysfunctional families that have ruined their Halloween, encounter the Spirit of Halloween.
The Spirit alleviates their sufering by taking the children on an educational journey to discover the origins
of Halloween. The information the children learn about the origins of Halloween directly correlate with
their family’s disfunction. More information on each characters’ disfunction will be covered in The Characters section. To write the script, I referenced Kim Hartman’s summary of the Screenplay: The Founda-

tions of Screen writing by Syd Field. I wrote out each scene/ event on note cards--removing and adding
cards until I felt the story had a logical low. The script was drafted four times before it was approved by
my sponsor, however, I have been told that script is never inished until the animation is.

The Concept art:
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Finding the Look
With the script approved, I began to imagine the appearance of the characters. There were several
demographics that I wanted to express. In the racial category, I wanted the main-main character to be African American with the supporting-main characters to be of European

Figure 1

and multiracial descent. African Americans are rarely depicted as the
main character in cartoon cinematography (and I would be lying if
I said I did not identify closely to the story of the main-main character). In the sex category, I decided to have one female, one male,
and one androgynous character. The androgynous character provides
an opportunity for those who do not identify with any gender or sex
to relate to one of my characters. In the genre category, I decided to
divide the Halloween costumes into traditional supernatural, science
iction, and the popular cosplay of Japanese Animation. Having the
characters represent diverse demographics increases the amount of
people that can identify with my characters.
The irst set of sketches (igure 1) that served to get the general idea of what the characters would look like were described
as belonging to several diferent styles. After a fun discussion
with Professor Szalay about unifying the style, I researched many
cartoon styles that interested me. I mixed the styles together with
my own to produce a multitude of style tests (igure 2). The tests
were done in pen to alleviate my overbearing, meticulous nature
when it comes to pencil sketches. I made sure that I did not spend
more than one minute on any concept sketch. I settled on a style
that utilizes characteristics of Old Time Disney, Scott Pilgrim,
and my own super skinny, lanky and big-headed characters.

Figure 2

The Characters:
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Creating the narrators
Once the style was established, I created the main characters with the characteristics the style
demanded. I meticulously measured out the proportions of each character in relation to themselves, each
other, and the world they inhabited. If you are trying to unify a style, it is wise to establish a set of rules
that every aspect of the project must conform to. At this stage, I also began to explore the backgrounds of
this diverse set of characters by creating character charts.
The Spirit: The Spirit tries to restore the children’s’ Halloween spirit through educational means.
Clio Ackerman: Clio Ackerman is a 14-year-old, 9th grade high school freshman. She represents
the African-American, Female, and Traditional Supernatural demographic. Clio is an only child whose
parents decide to get a divorce several hours before their traditional Halloween outing. Her love for the
holiday has been compromised by the stress of this situation. Clio has an extreme aversion to change. The
Spirit alleviates her anxiety about this change by explaining that Halloween has changed and will continue
to change as it spreads and interacts with diferent cultures. The Spirit goes on to say that explain that not
all change is bad.
Jessie Weinstein: Jessie Weinstein is a 15-year-old, 9th grade freshman. He represents the European-American, Male, Science Fiction demographic. Jessie is the tallest member of the group. He has
two younger twin brothers. Jessie’s parents are a part of a strict Catholic sect that believe Halloween is
the Devil’s Night. Jessie lies to his parents about going to bible study in order to meet Clio and Sam for
trick-or-treating. After they are spirited away, Jessie starts to fear his parents might be right but The Spirit
explains that Halloween was once a harvest festival that was re-purposed for Christian purposes and is in
no way a night for the Devil.
Sam Yeats: Sam Yeats is a 14-year-old, 9th grade freshman. Sam represents the Multiracial, Androgynous, and Cosplay demographic. Sam is mute and communicates through text messages. Sam has
three siblings and parents that are rarely home. On Halloween night, Sam’s parents break another promise to spend time with Sam--leaving Sam depressed on Halloween night. The Spirit uses the fact that
the Celtic day started and ended at sunset to encourage Sam to postpone the Halloween celebration with
Sam’s parents until the morning.

The Characters:
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Creating the narrators

Figure 3
Character
sketch

Figure 4
Final Render
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The puppets:
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Let’s get ready to move
After I had the characters inalized, I was ready to move on to the Adobe Illustrator process. If you
are planning to do a puppet animation, it is important to determine how the characters will move. Using
tracing paper, I dissected each character into the parts I believed would be needed to move: head, torso,
pelvis/ bottom, legs, and hands (igure 6). In hindsight, I should have created a physical paper puppet to
make sure all the parts were movable. As it turns out, I had to go back into my iles and separate the arms
and legs at the joints for the actual animation. I have chosen to show the joints connected, however, because they are easily misaligned if you are not careful.
I began to create the puppets by irst scanning in my pattern into Adobe Illustrator. I labeled the
scan Source, and got to work on tracing my sketches. Another important thing to remember when creating
a puppet in illustrator is to make all your parts into shapes as opposed to line work. I learned the hard way
that there is a very large diference in what you can do with a shape and a line in Illustrator. In addition, it
is important that each shape is on its own layer--the puppet will be must easier to rig if you do so.
I repeated this process for each character in the front, back, 3/4 right, and 3/4 left view. This type
of animation also required that I make several diferent hand positions and hands holding props as well as
many diferent eye positions and mouths. These alternative parts are interchangeable within the layered
puppet. For example, if I wanted Clio to be startled, I would simply raise her eyebrows (which are on their
own layer) and replace her present mouth with a gasping mouth (Figure 5).
At the start of this project, I had a limited but working knowledge of Adobe Illustrator. I can now
say with conidence that I know what I am doing. Between diligent work and YouTube videos, I was able
to create a product that I am truly satisied with.

Figure 5

The puppets:
Figure 6
Character
Puppet
Sketch
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Let’s get ready to move
Figure 7
Puppet
Components

Figure 8
Character
views
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Behind the Talent
While I was preparing the characters for animation, I was scouting some local talent for my voice
actors. I made several posters that I posted on social media and throughout the various halls on campus
that I visited. I was surprised to get as many auditions as I did. I had a total of 9 people audition for the
various roles: 2 for Clio, 1 for Jessie, and 6 for The Spirit. Sam’s character is mute and therefore did not
require a voice actor. At this stage, I produced a mouth-a-bet (igure 9) that would be used for lip syncing
in the inal animation.
The audition process was tedious. I required all interested parties to contact me through e-mail. I
allowed myself to receive audition e-mails until such a time as the script was approved by my sponsor (the
fourth draft). Once I had a draft that was deemed good enough for my sponsor (and my readers as a matter
of fact) I sent a copy of it to the interested parties. In addition, I sent them a picture of each character. I
told them to read over the script and e-mail me (within one week) with the part they would have liked to
audition for. I then gave them an additional week to learn their roles. After that, I set up times in which
I could meet with each actor. During the audition, I recorded video (with their permission of course) to
capture the facial expressions and voices of the actors. It was suggested that I do this, not only so I could
compare the voices for the roles, but so I could also match the characters expressions to the actors’ expressions. This would create a more cohesive character.
After the auditions, I expressed my gratitude to those that participated and did not receive a part
in the production. As it stands, Contia Prince has the role of Clio Ackerman; Frank Incandela has the role
of Jessie Weinstein; and Kerry Holmes has the role of The Spirit. I coached my actors through the Cemetery scene as we recorded audio. They were very responsive to my notes and I was able to get the audio
the way I wanted it. It should be noted that all these actors were not compensated with money. Instead, I
guaranteed them a credit in the animation when it is completed. These voice actors have graciously agreed
to continue the project with me until it reaches completion.
Figure 9
Mouth-a-bet
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The Voice:
Behind the Talent

Figure 10
Voice Actors Wanted Poster
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The Setting:
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Creating the background
When most of the character work was completed, I began to focus on the background of the animation. At this stage of the process, I had decided to fully develop the assets for the Cemetery Scene. The
irst set I produced was a very narrow, monotone, and lat. I needed to ind inspiration. I took my camera
and headed to the nearest Cemetery: Glendale. There, I fell in love with mausoleum of Walter A. Franklin.
I paid my respects to the grave before taking the source photos to avoid being haunted. The Mausoleum
of Jack Smith (a play on words for Jack the Blacksmith--the man associated with the myth of the jack-o’lantern and the implied previous life for The Spirit) is directly modeled after that mausoleum. However, I
changed several of the architectural properties to make the design simpler and conform to the theme of the
project. I had to create a front, back, and side view for the cemetery.
I began the background as I began the characters. I scanned a sketch into Adobe Illustrator and
got to work on cranking out the shapes of the building. The building’s components maintained their own
layers. The ground and the path were on their own layers as well as the three layers of trees. For the trees,
I created one main design and manipulated the scale--copying, pasting, and relecting them until I had a
convincing forest.
The graves were completed in the same fashion. The graves are generic stones that sketched out on
the computer and later reined. I copy, pasted, and relected the four main types of graves I developed until
I had a convincing graveyard. As a thank you to those involved in the project, I put their names on the
grave stones (igure 11): Samangy, Stone, Szalay, Prince, Frank. A few of the graves have inside jokes to
them such as Kerry Holmes’s W.Y.D. as opposed to the classic R.I.P.; Wynter Mason’s “Gotcha” (because
she would like to be embalmed standing up with a recording of her voice saying “Gotcha” as people arrive
to her viewing); my own B.Y.E.; and the R.I.P. of Sleep. On the side view of the Cemetery (igure 13), I
put the names of characters from my other animation ideas. I also have another inside joke: N.Y.E. The
Science Guy.

The setting:
Creating the background
Figure 11
Cemetery Front view

Figure 12
Cemetery Back View

Figure 13
Cemetery Side View
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The Storyboard:
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Developing the scene
The storyboard was the most fun to create (probably because I did not have to do my normal
meticulous work). Professor Samangy showed me an example of a storyboard from the animation he was
working on. Samangy used stick igures to lay out the scenes because the panels of a storyboard can be
changed or thrown out at any stage of the editing process. Why waste time drawing very accurate depictions of the scene when some panels will never be used? It should be noted that some animation studios
employ full time storyboard artists whose storyboards could be considered ine art. I did not have time to
waste on such a venture because I wanted to get some animation done for this project. In keeping with the
main focus of this project, I focused the storyboard on the Cemetery scene.
I was encouraged to doodle; and doodle I did. I created a story board in thumbnails on graph paper.
I allowed myself to spend no more than 90 seconds on each panel. I reviewed the script. Line by line, I
tried to play the scene in my mind. Once I believed I had the scene visualized, I began to roughly sketch
it out. Each panel represents a change in action or camera movement. The First panel was the most important. The initial placement of the characters determined how they would be viewed in each subsequent
panel. Consistency is key to any good animation. After the irst draft was completed, I sent it to my sponsor for review.
For the second draft of the storyboard, I made the corrections my sponsor suggested in Illustrator (igure 14). I directly drew over the initial panels in a
darker color to show how the scene had been corrected.
As you can see, in several of the panels, the characters
were not in the correct positions for consistency and a
couple of the scenes were widened to reveal more of the
characters bodies. A third draft was created for this story
board, but after a review of the additional corrections,
the sponsor and I agreed that the second rendition of the
scene was much better than the third.

The storyboard:
Developing the scene

Figure 14
Storyboard for the Cemetery Scene
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The Animation:
Putting it all together
After months of preproduction, I inally reached the animation stage. To animate, I used Adobe Af-

ter Efects with the free DUIK plug-in and accompanying IExpressions. First, I created a new project with
multiple compositions. I made sure that all the layers in my Illustrator iles labeled and imported them.
I wanted the backgrounds to have a scrolling parallax efect. The scrolling parallax efect creates
the illusion of depth in 2-D settings by making objects the background (further away from the camera)
move slower than those in the foreground (closer to the camera). To do this, I irst had to turn all the layers
of the Illustrator ile into 3-D objects in After Efects (a simple click of a button). I then created a camera
for the scene. I moved the layers of the background into various positions away from the camera. For example, in igure 13, the sky was the furthest layer away from the camera and the grave labeled BEAR was
the closest thing to the camera. When I moved the camera, Bear’s grave moved faster than the sky.
Next came the hardest part of animation: character rigging. Given that I did not have any experience with animation, I think I did very well for my irst character rigs. First, I had to change the anchor
points of the layered parts to simulate a joint. Next, I pared each body part in a hierarchy so that the bones
of the rig would simulate real human parts. For example, the right hand was pared to the right forearm
which was then pared to the right shoulder which in turn was pared to the torso. Moving the torso would
move the whole arm. Moving the hand would irst move the forearm and then the shoulder, but not the
torso. After the relevant parts were pared, I created controllers through
the Duik plug-in and connected the controllers to the limbs and torso
through an inverse kinematics expression. This created a skeleton in
my character that I could then move. To make the walk cycle, I created a master controller for the entire character and a ground controller, and applied a walk cycle IExpression. I had to repeat this process
several times, changing the values until the gate of the character
looked natural (igure 15). I combined the footage of the scrolling
parallax background with the walk cycle of the character to create the
inal animation of Sam walking through the graveyard.

Figure 15
Clio Walk Cycle Rig

The presentation:
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Getting it all together
I remember hearing a story about a student who lost all their work right before their honors college presentation. I was so paranoid about losing my work that I literally saved my project every 5 minutes. Unfortunately, I must tell you that whoever said you can never save enough was dead wrong. As I
was saving my After Efects project, a dialogue box popped up that said, “Drawing Error”. I thought this
was no big deal (since I had already saved the ile) so I exited out to reopen it. Low and behold the same
dialogue box had been saved in the ile. I tried clicking out of the box but it kept popping back up. Then
my laptop started bugging out. All my work was corrupted the night before the presentation! After freaking out for 20 minutes, I frantically contacted my sponsor. Thank God for sponsors! Professor Samangy
allowed me to use his school computer and I was able to recover Sam’s walk cycle and my parallax backgrounds. Unfortunately, Clio’s and Jessie’s walk cycles were corrupted beyond repair. My computer has
since been debugged so hopefully I can redo all that work. Although I originally wanted to show all the
characters walking through the graveyard, I am thankful that I did get to show a portion of my animation.
My presentation was held from April 5th until April 12th in the Projects Gallery in Folk Hall. I
borrowed a monitor from the Gallery staf to display a loop of Sam’s Walk cycle. I made posters out of my
animation assets and hung them up along with my Halloween research time line and artist statement. I also
included a portfolio of all my sketches for the project, the 10-page script, and the various written work this
project required. A few students expressed their interest in my project while I was setting up--especially
the weird facts on my Halloween time line. I was delighted to receive praise for my work even though I
was running of fumes and still a bit salty about the loss of Clio’s and Jessie’s walk cycles. The space was
large for the number of honors college students presenting. If I were to do this project again, I would have
made the posters much larger to ill up the space. I plan on making the full animation during my graduate
studies at UCLA or BGSU. It is a story that I think has emotional and educational value.
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The presentation:
Getting it all together

The Fun stuff:
More Documentation of the Project
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Read The script
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explore The Research
ile:///C:/Users/Hatter/Desktop/Last%20Halloween/Honors%20College%20Print/Halloween%20Research.
pdf

see the animation
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